


 زبان انگلیسی دوازدهم فصل اول تشریحی

1 - Write the passive verbs in the correct tenses.

 The robber .................. by the police last week. ( find )

  The first fast food restaurants .................. in our city thirty years ago. ( open )

 I have two parrots. They .................. in the cage. ( keep )

 Persian .................. in Iran, Tajikistan and Afghanistan. ( speak )

 Jack's money .................. in the train. ( steal )

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2 - Complete the following sentences with appropriate tag questions.

 Anita forgot to feed the parrots, ..................?

 His brother won't buy a new smart phone, ..................?

 They are going to Amol, ..................?

 She's writing an email, ..................?

 The women were weaving a carpet, ..................?

 Ashvan never says a word, .................. ?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3 - Complete the following sentences with ' and ', 'or ', but ' and so.

1. She didn't invite me, .................. I didn't go to her birthday party.

2. Robert can sing well, .................. He cannot draw well.

3. My grandfather can't sleep, .................. he is going to drink a glass of hot milk.

4. I'm hungry, .................. there is no food in the kitchen.

5. We can take a taxi, .................. travel by train.

6. Reza and Saeed went swimming last week, .................. they had a nice time.

4 - B: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

 function – advice – kindness - dedicated – lowers - successful  

 Helping others .................. blood pressure.

 Taking care of grandchildren increases brain .................. and memory.

 Teenagers who help others are more   .................. in life.

.................. boosts energy and strength in elderly people.

 Listening to the .................. of older people improves our lives.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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5 -

 Match the definitions whit the words.

A  B

.................. . To be grateful for a.generation

..................  . To be worthy b. deserve

..................  . A lack of success in doing something c. identity

.................. . All the people of about the same age within a society d. failure

.................  . The fact of being who or what a person or thing is        e. appreciate

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 - A: Match the definitions of Column A to the terms in Column B.

A B

.................. . In a quiet way a. diary

..................  . Many times b. forgive

..................  . A book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or

what has happened every day.

c. calmly

.................. . To cry suddenly d. burs into

tears

.................. . To stop being angry with someone   f.repeatedly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

no pains)aIslamic)

Republic)bspare)

diploma)cachieve)

your goals)drecieve)

7 -

.Mach the sorted words in the left column with the right column

1

2

3

4

blood pressureawash

peoplebmake

the dishescelderly

mistakesdlower

windse

8 -

.Match the left column with the right column

1

2

3

4

2



9 -

.دينک لماک طبر )but, and, so, or( تاملک اب ار ريز نتم

Amin is a student,  ..................  he goes to a school near his house. He can come home by taxi,  ..................  he can come on

foot. He usually gets back on time,  ..................  yesterday he come home late because one of his friends got sick, ..................

Amin waited until his friend's father arrived

10 - Choose the odd one out.

1) 1. nurse 2. scientist 3. science 4. inventor

2) 1. take care 2. watch out 3. look after 4. hear of

3) 1. peaceful 2. angry 3. nervous 4. careless

4) 1. improve 2. boost 3. increase 4. lower

5) 1. lap 2. sofa 3. smartphone 4. dishwasher

11 - My father might buy a new car if some more dollars .................. by the family. 

a) could save b) were saved c) had saved d) were saving

12 - Choose the best answer.

1. You wouldn't like to invite my Dad, ..................

1) Did you? 2) Would you? 3) Won't you? 4) Don't you?

2. She recognized him at once, .................. ?

1) Does she? 2) Don't she 3) Did she 4) Didn't she

3. I want to go for a hike .................. I have to go to work today.

1) but 2) yet 3) or 4) for

4. My brother loves animals. He just brought a puppy .................. a kitten home with him.

1) but 2) or 3) yet 4) and

5. My dad always worked hard .................. we could afford the things we wanted

1) for 2) but 3) so 4) and

13 - Choose the odd one out.

1) 1. kind 2. calm 3. comfortable 4. rude

2) 1. poet 2. housewife 3. physics 4. physician

3) 1. grandmothers 2. parents 3. elders 4. children

4) 1. found 2. destroy 3. create 4. invent

5) 1. mostly 2. successfully 3. accidentally 4. elderly
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14 - Match columns A and B.

A B

1. .................. . heavy a. exercise

2. .................. . sit b. wind

3. .................. . strong c. on the sofa

4. .................. . read d. rain

5. .................. . doe. a newspaper

15 - Choose the best answer.

 Betty is usually on time, .................. tonight she arrived half an hour late.

1) or 2) but 3) when 4) so

 I phoned all my friends .................. invited them to come to my house.

1) because 2) or 3) so 4) and

 I saw my old friend at a party last night. I hate him. He's ugly .................. stupid!

1) while 2) so 3) but 4) and

 I did not want to miss the train .................. I started early in the morning.

1) after 2) and 3) so 4) but

 We didn't have any money .................. we couldn't go to a restaurant.

1) so 2) and 3) after 4) but

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

16 - Combine the two sentences with ' and ', ' but ', ' or ' or ' so '.

 Maria is very busy today. She cannot watch film.

 My sister has a lot of fashion magazines. She never reads them.

 Kajal likes pasta. Her mother hates pasta.

 Nader studied hard for the exam. He passed it.

 You should do your homework. You should help your mother.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

17 - Reading comprehension:

On a spring morning, an old woman was sitting on the sofa in her house. Her young son was reading a newspaper. Suddenly

a pigeon sat on the window.

The mother asked her son quietly, “What is this?” The son replied: “It is a pigeon”. After a few minutes, she asked her son

for the second time, “What is this?” The son said, “Mom, I have just told you, “It’s a pigeon, a pigeon”. After a little while,

the old mother asked her son for the third time, “What is this?” This time the son shouted at his mother, “Why do you keep

asking me the same question again and again? Are you hard of hearing?”

A little later, the mother went to her room and came back with an old diary. She said, “My dear son, I bought this diary when

you were born”. Then, she opened a page and kindly asked her son to read that page. The son looked at the page, paused and

started reading it aloud:  

Today my little son was sitting on my lap, when a pigeon sat on the window. My son asked me what it was 15 times, and I
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replied to him all 15 times that it was a pigeon. I hugged him lovingly each time when he asked me the same question again

and again. I did not feel angry at all. I was actually feeling happy for my lovely child.

Suddenly the son burst into tears, hugged his old mother and said repeatedly, “Mom, mom, forgive me; please forgive me.”

The old woman hugged her son, kissed him and said calmly, “We must care for those who once cared for us. We all know

how parents cared for their children for every little thing. Children must love them, respect them, and care for them”.

Which of the following is the best title for the passage?

1) Respect your parents 2) Parents and deaf children

3) Take care of old women 4) Lovely child

Which of the following could best replace the word "again and again" in the second paragraph?

1) repeatedly 2) interestingly 3) suddenly 4) unconditionally

The word "them" in the last line refers to  .................. .

1) old women 2) children 3) parents 4) sons

True or False?

 After Two hours, the mother went to her room and came back with an old diary.

1) True 2) False

According to the passage, "We must love our parents and care for them".

1) True     2) False

.دیسیونب هلمج کی ریز تاملک زا هورگ ره اب-18

more free time / Mina / would / had / help / you / if / she / with your homework / .

was / because / he / my mother / hadn't / angry / my brother / washed / with / his hands / .

19 -

. ديهد خساپ هدش هتساوخ تروص هب تالاؤس هب و ديناوخب ار ريز نتم

Teachers are an essential part of our lives. They teach us much more than reading and writing. They teach us life lessons and

help us discover who we are and how to succeed.

It's important to appreciate the teachers who are dedicated to their jobs. Even if you feel you have too much homework and

too many exams, take a moment to think how important your teachers are. Without them you wouldn't be where you are

today.

Teaching requires a lot of time, preparation and effort. Outside of the class, teachers write lesson plans, create exams and

grade tests. They also attend conference and training sessions to find tools and ways to help students succeed.
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Teachers are very knowledgeable on the specific subjects they teach. However, it takes a helpful and dedicated individual to

be able to teach effectively. Teaching requires them to stay up-to-date on advances in their field of study. They are busy with

a wide variety of responsibilities.

Teachers need to make sure that they know all their students' names and they must learn them quickly. One way of having a

productive class is learning students' names.

This article has given you some insight of the hard work and dedication that your teachers use each day at school. Then next

time that you see your teachers, tell them you appreciate their help.

What do teachers do to find tools and ways to help their students become successful?

What does the word essential in the first line mean?

a. dedicated b. knowledgeable c. necessary d. productive

What does the word "them" refer to?

a. subjects b. classes c. teachers d. students' names

Teachers are just busy when they are at school. a. True b. False

).تسا یفاضا فیرعت کیBنوتس رد( .دینک باختناBنوتس زا فیرعت کیAنوتس زا هملک ره يارب-20

BA

a.well - known

b. in a quiet way

c. to finish something

d. to take something in, especially gradually

e. the amount of a product or service that people want.

calmly

distinguished

demand

use up

21 - Combine the two sentences with ' and ', ' but ', ' or ' or ' so '.

1. I had to work on Saturday. I couldn't go to John's party

2. My name is Jim .I'm your new teacher.

3. The history test was difficult .the English one was easy.

4. I was cold. I turned on the heater.

5. You can go to Shiraz. You can have a nice week in Mashhad.
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22 - Find the synonyms or antonyms. There is one extra word.

A B

1. .................. . writer a. close

2. .................. . record b. continue

3. .................. . usual c. author

4. .................. . friendly d.countless

5. .................. . fewe.write down

f.ordinary

23 - Find the synonyms or antonyms. There is one extra word.

A B

1. .................. . Young a. increase

2. .................. . keep b. stop

3. .................. . lower c. moral

4. .................. . lovinglyd. for example

5. .................. . for instance e. kindly

f. elderly

24 - Match the pictures with the given words. There is one extra word.

............... .................. .................. .................. ..................     a. vase

b. feed

c.teenager

d.boost

e.shout

f.pause

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

25 - Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

principles  – calmly –  forgive  -  strength  –  heritage  -  generations

1. It's our duty to preserve the planet for future ..................  .

2.  You don't need .................. to take part in this sport. 

3. The government has promised to uphold the .................. of democracy.

4. A vital part of the country's .................. has been destroyed.

5. I'd never .................. myself if anything happened to the kids.
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26 - Match the definitions of Column A to the terms in Column B.

A B

1. .................. .  To have or use something at the same time as someone else.a. countless

2. .................. . Something that happens or exists because of something else. b. result

3. .................. .  Showing or expressing thanks, especially to another person. c. kindness

4. .................. . The quality of being kind. d.share

5. .................. . very many or too many to be counted. e. grateful

27 - Write correct words under the picture.

diploma, poetry, pigoen, lap,

hug

1. ..................

2. ..................

3. ..................

4. ..................

5. ..................

28 - Match columns A and B.

A B

1. .................. braina. appreciation

2. .................. not b. education

3. .................. receive c. accident

4. .................. sense of d. function

5. .................. by e. surprisingly
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29 - Complete the sentences with the appropriate Passive form.

1) The puppies .................. (feed) always at the same time.

2) My birthday cake .................. (make) yesterday.

3) Their organization .................. (found) last year.

4) Meetings .................. (hold) at weekends.

5) Some phones .................. (produce) in Europe.

6) World War II .................. (end) in May 1945.

30 - Select passive or active tenses.

 The black bike is being repaired at the moment.

  A letter was written to her some days ago.

 Lots of houses were destroyed by the earthquake in 1906.

 They were singing a song in the lesson yesterday.

 They often listen to music.

 The game hasn't been started yet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

31 - Make passive sentences.

 hunter / the cruel / the gazelle / killed

  did not / inform / you / us / the results / about

 always / I / keep / in the fridge / the butter

 light bulb / scientists / inventors / invent / by / and / airplane and camera

 a new medicine / to cure / doctors / have made / cancer

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

32 - Complete the following sentences with appropriate tag questions.

 Sevda has been playing basketball for five years, ..................?

  Chikungunya virus will quickly spread through the Indian Ocean, ..................?

 You would like to spend your next holidays in Hamedan, ..................?

 I'm not speaking first at the meeting, ..................?

 We can go to the cinema tomorrow if you want, ..................?

 It’s been a long time since you’ve seen him, ..................?

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

33 - Correct the underlined words using ' and ', 'or ', but ' and 'so'.

 She went to the Milad restaurant but ordered food.

 It's 2 p.m. , so he isn't tired at all.

 Narges has an exam next week, but she must study well this week.

 My brother was very tired, or he went to sleep.

 There is snow in the street, and it's not too cold.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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34 - B: Complete the following verbs with the given nouns or adjectives. There is one extra word.

things – elders – honored - identity – temperature - calm

 care for .................. .

 handle .................. .

 feel .................. .

 stay .................. .

 have a .................. .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

35 - One odd out. Underline it please.

 Jabbar Baghcheban  Rizali Khajavi  Adolf Hitler  Abbas Babaei

   1- sofa  seat  bed  bench

 1- connect  seek  join  link

 1- parrot  pigeon  rooster  whale

 1- repeatedly  quantity  again and again  frequently

 1- generous  cruel  hard-hearted  unkind

1. 1- 2- 3- 4-

2. 2- 3- 4-

3. 2- 3- 4-

4. 2- 3- 4-

5. 2- 3- 4-

6. 2- 3- 4-

36 - Choose the best answer.

1. She is .................. for her achievements in genetic research.

1) elderly 2) compound 3) distinguished 4) grateful

2. As soon as the baby is .................. he'll start to take an interest in the world around him.

1) born 2) laugh 3) feed 4) confirm

3. The .................. of the book is to be satisfied with what you have.

1) inspiration 2) disorder 3) condition 4) moral

4. They’re nice boys, so we tend to .................. them their occasional bad behavior.

1) combine 2) forgive 3) generate 4) discover

5. Her parents always .................. her as the smartest of their children.

1) recorded 2) regarded 3) explained 4) believed
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37 - C: Make collocations by matching the words on the left with ones on the right column.

A   B

 heavy  .................. a. a newspaper

 do  .................. b. the way

 read   .................. c. rain

 hard .................. d. meal

 quick .................. f. exercise

 by   .................. j. of hearing

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

38 - B: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

 appropriate – donate – respect - lap – shouting - hugged  

1. They .................. each other when they met at the station.

2. Would you be willing to  .................. some of your time to local charities?

3. My little brother sits on my father's   .................. all the time.

4. I have the greatest  .................. for his ideas, although I don't agree with them.

5. Some of the patients were screaming and .................. at the nurses.

39 -

.match the each word with it definitions

things remain from a dead person)adiscover)

part of body that save information)bauthor)

find or learn something for the first time)cheritage)

a person who write about special issue)dmemory)

1

2

3

4

40 - Match the left column with the right column.

) find a) meal

) quick b) morning

) blood c) solutions

) spare no d) pains

e) pressure

1

2

3

4
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41 - Choose the best answer.

1. The secretary .................. to her new boss yesterday.

1) introduced 2) was introduced 3) are introduced 4) will be introduced

2.  .................. this piece of cloth .................. ?

1) Was - wash 2) Are - washed 3) Has - been washed 4) Is - been washed

3. How .................. this word .................. ?

1)Was - pronounce 2) Is - pronounced 3)Are - pronounced 4)Have - been pronounced

4. Two people .................. to the hospital after the accident.

1) have been take 2) are taking 3) is taken 4) were taken

5.  These computers .................. in Taiwan.

1) isn't made 2)weren't made 3) didn't make 4) wasn't make

42 - Complete the following sentences with ' and ', 'or ', but ' and so.

 We both like sailing .................. we live near the sea.

  I live in a flat on the top floor; I don't have a garden, ................. I have a balcony.

 Carrie didn't know whether her bike would be fixed .................. she would have to walk.

 She went to the shops .................. couldn't find anything that could fit her needs.

 Nadia doesn’t like to drive, .................. she takes the bus everywhere.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

43 - Unscramble the following sentences.

1) Zahra / yesterday / wasn't / at home / she /was / , / ?

_________________________________________

2) Nader/ be / tonight/ studying/ won't / he / will / , / ?

_________________________________________

3) Kajal/ Arabic/ can't / she/ can/ speak / , / ?

_________________________________________

4) She / she/ have / cooking / all day / been / 'll / won't / , / ?

_________________________________________

5) It / yesterday / cold / , / was / it / wasn't / ?
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44 - Read the text and select appropriate verbs.

Many products 1 (are developed / developed) each year. Light bulb, camera, airplane, and telephone 2  (were invented /

invent) by scientists and inventors. Laptops, smart phone, and tablet 3 (were made/made) by lots of work and experiment.

But not all products 4 (are developed/ developed) by hard work. Some inventions 5 (were created / are created) by accident

or scientists'  mistake.  Penicillin,  for  instance,  6  (was discovered /  were discovered)  quite  accidentally when Alexander

Fleming 7 (was working / was worked) on bacteria. Microwave oven also 8 (was invented / invented) during a scientist's

experiment on energy. More interestingly, some tools and technologies 9 (are not made/ do not make) by scientists at all.

Some like dishwashers and computer games 10 (were made / made) by ordinary people like workers, housewives and school

students.

45 - Match columns A and B. One is extra in column B.

A B

1. .................. . make a. a flu

2. .................. . takeb. a mistake

3. .................. . catch c. a pity

4. .................. . all d. the time

5. .................. . it's e. a rest

f. by heart

46 - Write correct words under the picture.

1. .................. 2. .................. 3. .................. 4. .................. 5. ..................

47 - Find the synonyms or antonyms.

A B

1. .................. . We need to increase the number of police officers on the streets. a. countless

2. .................. . She paused for a moment. b. answer

3. .................. . There weren't many people at the meeting. c. boost

4. .................. . The solution to last week's puzzle is on page 12.d. distinguished

5. .................. . Many famous people have stayed in the hotel. e. start
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48 - Find the synonyms or antonyms.

A B

1. .................. . I'm too old to learn a new language.a. decrease

2. .................. . Do you think we should lower the price? b. poems

3. .................. . He reads a lot of poetry. c. special

4. .................. . Their son had been injured in a terrible accident. d. good

5. .................. . The book is about ordinary people. e. elderly

49 - Change the sentences to passive voice.

1) The government has built a new road in this area.

2) Many people use bicycles as a means of transport.

3) They advised me to get a visa.

4) They haven’t decided anything yet.

5) Dad used a knife to open the window.

50 - Rewrite the following sentences into Passive Voice.

1) My sister makes amazing cookies.

_____________________________________

2) He bought a brand new Ferrari.

_____________________________________

3) People in Montenegro eat a lot of ham.

_____________________________________

4) Old women usually sing traditional songs.

_____________________________________

5) They finished the exams last Monday.

_____________________________________
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51 - Read the sentences and decide whether the question tags are in the correct form.

1. We had a great day out at the amusement park, didn’t we?

a. Correct b. Wrong

2. You don’t know if Freddy speaks German, does he?

a. Correct b. Wrong

3. You shouldn’t tell other people what to do, should they?

a. Correct b. Wrong

4. You haven't done much revision for your exams, have you?

a. Correct b. Wrong

5. You will let me know what they said to him, won’t they?

a. Correct b. Wrong

52 - Complete the sentences using the correct form of the passive voice.

1. Your drinks .................. to you in a minute. Please wait. (BRING)

2. Up to now no decision .................. on the future of the company. (MAKE)

3.  For the past few days I had to work in Jack's office because mine .................. at the moment. (REDECORATE)

4. The Olympic Games .................. in South Korea for the first time in 2018. (ORGANIZE)

5. A lot of meetings .................. but nothing has been decided yet. (HOLD)

53 - Change the following sentences to PASSIVE VOICE.

 The teacher punished the pupils.

Passive : ..................

 Have they surprised you?

Passive : ..................

 They didn't return the books.

Passive : ..................

 Nobody can lift that stone.

Passive : ..................

 Did they sign the contract?

Passive : ..................

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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54 - C: Make collocations by matching the words on the left with ones on the right column.

A B

.................. . start a. research

.................. . make b. a family

.................. . do c. time

.................. . have  d. a rest

.................. . take e. friends

.................. . spare         f. a heart attack

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

55 - Mach the selected pictures with the following sentences. There is one extra sentence.

1. .................. 2. .................

3. .................. 4. ..................

(a) Family members should listen to each other.

(b) We can help many people by donating what they need.

(c) Ferdowsi was born in a village near Toos.

(d) Children should respect their parents.

(e) We have to take care of elderly people.
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56 - B: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

 inform – grateful – strength - generation – boost - burst

1. People retiring today are wealthier than the previous .................. .

2. The theatre managed to .................. its audiences by cutting ticket prices.

3. We will .................. you in writing if your application has been successful.

4. He was driving along the motorway when his tyre .................. .

5. If you could get that report finished by Thursday, I'd be very .................. .

57 - D: Make collocations by matching the words on the left with ones on the right column.

A B

 sense .................. a. trouble

 take .................. b. nouns

 blessed .................. c. of appreciation

 countable .................. d. an exam

 cause .................. f. silence

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

58 - Find the mistakes and correct them.

1. How many languages are speaking in India?

2. All the coffee have drunk by my little son.

3. A: Is the car using at the moment? B: Yes, Mehran is using it.

4. There was a fire the house last month. Three of the rooms destroyed.

5. John has been lost his money. He can't buy the flower.
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